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Making Great Strides
The list of absurd DPA misrepresentations is a work in progress, with high points and low
ones, but one of the biggest whoppers of all is their baseless accusation that ALPA had
anything to do with their alleged “hacking incident” last November. On May 1, 2014 DPA
announced that the civil and criminal investigations were “making great strides.” However,
the day before, when speaking to the Court (a forum where serial misrepresentations are
punishable by fines) it told a different story.
As can be seen by the attached document directly from the Court Docket, DPA’s counsel
informed the court that “While the documents have revealed potential defendants, no
evidence obtained to date definitively establishes responsibility for the hacking of DPA’s
website. As a result, we are not yet in a position to substitute a named defendant for “John
Doe” and do not anticipate that we will be able to substitute named defendants by the June
27th conference date.” That date was a scheduled status conference.
As we have stated many times before, neither ALPA nor Delta ALPA hacked DPA’s website or
asked anyone to do so. We are highly skeptical that anyone hacked DPA’s website and
strongly believe that whatever temporary problems the DPA experienced were the result of
inadvertent actions by a third party, or even the DPA itself. However, the point here is that
instead of revealing the terms of the actual document it filed with the Court, and letting the
filing speak for itself, the DPA chose to spin the matter as an indication of “progress”.
Regrettably, for all the talk of transparency and openness, when it comes to providing an
account of its own activities the DPA is completely opaque. That is hardly an encouraging sign
of what this organization would be like if it held any actual responsibility for your careers and
futures.
So take a look for yourself - we have attached the document below – and decide if this looks
anything like “great strides.” The case can easily be followed at this link, and the docket
number is 1-14-cv-00225. After all the crazy talk of the last four years, and all the
slanderous charges of RICO and criminal conspiracy (and ALPA still has not been contacted by
the FBI or any other law enforcement agency), anyone can see that the DPA has no basis in
fact for its wild accusations.
ALPA is not part of this case and we have no idea what the next accusation will be. One thing
seems pretty likely based on the judge’s note; there will be no further adjournments in his
court.
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